MILES GLORIOSUS, THE BRAGGART WARRIOR
MOSTLY BY TITUS MACCIUS PLAUTUS, SORT OF

Roles

PÆSTRIO, a slave. Clever and conniving. A plotter and schemer. Also plays PROLOGUS

This role is not available

PYRGOPOLYNEICES, male, the title character. Vain and pompous captain. Full of himself

PERIPLECTOMENUS, male mid 50s. The rich neighbor, mischievous and in no need of Viagra.

SCALETRA, a slave. Nosy and suspicious, charged with guarding Philocomaciun's virginity. Some might say she has a drinking problem, but she has no problem at all drinking, any day any time. Also plays HERALD 1

This role is not available

PHILOCOMACIUM, female. Young, beautiful and somewhat innocent concubine. Spirited away from her home in Athens by the captain, longs for romance. Not the brightest crayon in the box.

PLEUSICLES, male. A lovelorn suitor. Not terribly bright, a suitable mental match for Philocomaciun. IQ of maybe LXXXVI.


MILPHIDIPPA, female, her maid. Sweet and lovely, bright and clever. A natural beauty

CARIA, female, a scullery. Brusque and slightly vicious. Also plays HERALD 2

Audition dates August 26, 27
Reading scripts available soon